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Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU)
Under Bench Chiller, 296L

$3,764.70 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Hussmann Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU) Under Bench Chiller, a versatile solution tailored for professional environments
including restaurants, bars, hotels, clubs, and high-volume food preparation areas. This Panasonic under bench chiller features
2 doors and a spacious 296L capacity, ideal for storing a wide range of perishable items. With its pillarless design and forced
evaporation system, it ensures optimal preservation of flavor, nutrients, and texture. The pillarless design enhances
accessibility and maximizes space utilization, accommodating large items effortlessly. Equipped with a forced evaporation
system, it maintains consistent temperatures throughout, while the heat defrosting feature further enhances performance.
Operating on a single-phase 220-240V model, installation is straightforward. Choose from slimline or large capacity models to
suit your specific requirements. Elevate your food storage capabilities with the Hussmann Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU) Under
Bench Chiller, offering reliability and efficiency in demanding professional kitchens.
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Introducing the Hussmann Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU)
Under Bench Chiller
, a premier refrigeration solution designed to meet the
rigorous demands of professional environments such as
restaurants, bars, hotels, clubs, and high-volume food
preparation areas. Boasting a capacious 296-liter
capacity and two doors, this under-bench chiller
provides ample space for storing perishable items while
ensuring optimal freshness and quality.
Equipped with a pillarless design and forced evaporation
system, the Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU) sets a new
standard in refrigeration technology. The pillarless
design facilitates smooth access and maximizes the
effective utilization of space, accommodating large items
with ease. Meanwhile, the forced evaporation system
seals in flavor, nutrients, and texture, while also
facilitating heat defrosting for added convenience.
Available in a single-phase 220-240V model for effortless
installation, the SUR-1561HP(AU) offers both slimline and
large capacity options to suit diverse needs and
preferences. Elevate your food storage and preparation
capabilities with the efficiency, functionality, and
versatility of the Panasonic under-bench chiller,
ensuring optimal performance in professional culinary
settings.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Panasonic

Model SUR-1561HP(AUH)

Temperature Operating Range C -5°C

Climate / Ambient Temperature Rating 220-240V

External Dimensions (mm) 1500mm (W) x 600mm (D) x 850mm (H)

Internal Dimensions (mm) 1094mm (W) x 437mm (D) x 573 mm (H)
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Capacity/Volume Volume = 296 Litres

Power Usage 400W

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Panasonic SUR-1561HP(AU) Under Bench Chiller, available at an
unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann SUR-1561HP(AU) and
explore our wide range of commercial Under Bench Chiller, all with
Australia wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $4,183.00
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